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"Heat-doom claims by the BBC-UN-EU
Climate charlatans are false narrative
+ cover-up" - said Piers Corbyn in early August 2018:"The Claim that The North hemisphere is in some sort of heatwave covering half the globe
or the world as a whole is 'baking' are deliberate lies intended to brainwash the public.
The fraudulent claims ignore the fact that West Europe & The British Isles are only a small
fraction of the globe and ignore unusually cold weather in many more regions including the
coldest ever recorded temperatures in parts of Russia. The actual facts about the North
Hemisphere (NH) on July 30 according to satellite data (map above) is the NH (sea and
land) is very close to normal and NH land in particular is 0.2C BELOW NORMAL. –

World heatwave false narrative cover-up of cold blasts
“The world as a whole is estimated as +0.32C above normal which is 0.43C BELOW
the peak in 1998 or 0.14C below the smoothed out (moving average) value of 1998.
“The warmth of the Southern Hemisphere is however largely fake because it includes the
notably less cold than normal West Antarctica which is heated by undersea volcanoes
which have powered-up world-wide as we move deeper into the new Mini-Ice-Age.
Historically volcanism increases in Mini-Ice-Ages.
“Importantly - completely contrary to the brainwashing agenda of the BBC, MSM,
FaceBook, Twitter and the UN/EU - much of Russia has had whole record cold, much of
Australia has had 50yr record cold and Kangaroos are starving and invading Canberra for
lawn grass because their normal feeding grounds are snow covered or very sparse. In Parts
of South America record cold is killing Llamas in large numbers.
“The ONLY significant thing about the current state of world weather and climate is the
wild Jet-Stream behaviour - and associated dramatic extremes - which is completely
contrary to CO2 warmist theory and confirms our warnings of 10 years ago which are a
consequence of the general low solar activity epoch we predicted and are now in.
"The Global warming hoax must be destroyed".
- Piers Corbyn Aug 8th 2018
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